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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Omar Lattouf 
United Kingdom 
 
I have no competing interest. 

REVIEW RETURNED 05-Sep-2012 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The authors have addressed an important question and have shed 
light on the disparity of care between men and women in ACS!  
Presuming that women make 51% of the population, why the 
percentage of women in the study was less than 20%? Were women 
at lesser risk of presenting with MIs or were women under-
diagnosed, and thus under-treated?  
  

 

REVIEWER Raffaele Bugiardini MD, Erjon Agushi MD.  
 
Department of Internal Medicine, Section of Cardiology, University of 
Bologna, Bologna, Italy.  
 
We declare that there are no conflicts of interests in reviewing this 
article. 

REVIEW RETURNED 20-Sep-2012 

 

THE STUDY Original and interesting subject of the manuscript. Methods used are 
appropriate. Some affirmations need to be backed up with reference, 
and there are consistent English grammar errors, also some 
sentences that need to be rewritten more clearly. Beside these the 
manuscript is good to publish after a minor revision.  
 
At the moment, the manuscript could be ready to publish after a 
minor revision of the written English. 

 

REVIEWER Professor Karin Schenck-Gustafsson MD, PhD, FESC  
Dept. of Medicine  
Cardiac Unit  
Karolinska University Hospital 
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I have no conflicts of interest. 

REVIEW RETURNED 28-Sep-2012 

 

THE STUDY Too few women included, not comparable groups. It is unknown 
what happened like type of treatment between the CABG and the 
day of re-admission for ACS. The follow-up is only during hospital 
stay, a longer tome of follew up would strengthen the study.  
Women can have ACS but with non-obstructive coronary heart 
disease due to endothelial dysfunction, micro-vessel disease, spasm 
a.s.o-this is not discussed at all.  
The English should be improved. 

REPORTING & ETHICS "Database were analyzed after approval by the Medical Review 
Board"-it is not clear if this means Etichs Committee. 

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Jassim Al Suwaidi, MB, ChB, FACC, FSCAI, FESC  

Department of Cardiology and Cardiovascular Surgery  

Hamad Medical Corporation and Hamad General Hospital  

PO Box 3050  

Doha, State of Qatar  

Tel: (+974) 44392483  

Fax: (+974) 44392454  

E-mail: jha01@hmc.org.qa; jalsuwaidi@hotmail.com  

 

 

 

Response to the first reviewer:  

Dr. Omar Lattouf MD  

 

We would like to thank the reviewer for his thorough and thoughtful review of our manuscript. We 

sincerely attempted to address reviewer concerns.  

1) We thank the reviewer for his query “Presuming that women make 51% of the population, why the 

percentage of women in the study was less than 20%? Were women at lesser risk of presenting with 

MIs or were women under-diagnosed, and thus under-treated?”.We would like to identify that, this 

study is based at Hamad General Hospital in Doha, which provides medical and surgical care for the 

majority of population of Qatar.Qatar has a population of around 1,810,000 according to 2012 Qatar 

Statistics Authority(Available at http:// www.qsa.gov.qa /eng/index.htm).More than two third of the 

population are expatriates, mainly a male manpower which explains predominance of males in all 

hospital admission and that’s why the percentage of women in the study was less than 20%. Thus, it 

would be difficult to tell that women at lesser risk of presentation with acute coronary syndrome and 

would be difficult to conclude that women were under-diagnosedor under-treated.This is added in the 

limitation section of the manuscript.  

 

 

Response to the second reviewers:  

 

Dr. Raffaele Bugiardini MD,  

Dr. Erjon Agushi MD.  

 

 

We would like to thank the reviewers for their thorough and thoughtful review of our manuscript. We 
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sincerely attempted to address reviewer concerns.  

 

1) We would like to thank the reviewers for considering the originality of the subject of the manuscript 

and its interesting aspects, in addition to the appropriateness of methodology.  

2) We would like to thank the reviewers for considering back-up of affirmations with appropriate 

reference.  

3) We would like to thank the reviewers in recommending further English editing which is done in the 

revised manuscript.  

 

Response to the third reviewer:  

Prof. Karin Schenck-Gustafsson MD, PhD, FESC  

 

We would like to thank the reviewer for her thorough and thoughtful review of our manuscript. We 

sincerely attempted to address reviewer concerns.  

 

1) We thank the reviewers for her query “Too few women included, not comparable groups”. We 

agreed that women included were few. This study is based at Hamad General Hospital in Doha, 

which provides medical and surgical care for the majority of population of Qatar. Qatar has a 

population of around 1,810,000 according to 2012 Qatar Statistics Authority (Available at http:// 

www.qsa.gov.qa /eng/index.htm).More than two third of the population are expatriates, mainly a male 

manpower which explains predominance of males in all hospital admission and that’s why the 

percentage of women in the study was low. This is added in the limitation section of the manuscript.  

2) We thank the reviewers for her query “It is unknown what happened like type of treatment between 

the CABG and the day of re-admission for ACS. The follow-up is only during hospital stay, a longer 

tome of follow up would strengthen the study”. In this study we did not focus on the period between 

the coronary bypass surgery and the day of re-admission for acute coronary syndrome and the type 

of treatment apart from the medication received before admission, rather we focused on the in-

hospital outcomes. On the other hand the detailed surgical and long-term data are not available and 

was mentioned as a limitation of the study.  

3) We thank the reviewer for her query “Women can have ACS but with non-obstructive coronary 

heart disease due to endothelial dysfunction, micro-vessel disease, spasm a.s.o-this is not discussed 

at all”. In fact, non-occlusive causes of acute coronary syndrome are important etiological factor. We 

added in the revised manuscript these potential mechanisms in the discussion section page 12, lines 

15-16, “It should be noted that women are more likely to have ACS but without obstructive coronary 

artery disease due to endothelial dysfunction, microvascular disease or coronary artery spasm than 

men (2,3). “  

4) We thank the reviewer for her query “The English should be improved”. The English writing was 

rewritten in better way.  

5) We thank the reviewer for her query “Database were analyzed after approval by the Medical 

Review Board"-it is not clear if this means Ethics Committee”. The database was approved by both 

the Medical Review Board and Ethics Committee and this was corrected. 
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VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Karin Schenck-Gustafsson MD, PhD, FESC  
Professor of Cardiology  
Dept. of Medicine, Cardiac Unit  
Karolinska Institutet and Karolinska University Hospital, Stockholm, 
S17176 Stockholm, Sweden  
No conflict of interest 

REVIEW RETURNED 23-Oct-2012 

 

THE STUDY improve the spelling 
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